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Description:  Our Fine Rib corrugated rubber flooring offers excellent traction due to its grooved surface 

design. The fine rib and ridged surface pattern is more prone to scraping and offers added grip 

for applications where dirt and moisture are prevalent. The Fine Ribbed corrugated mat is also 

ideal for floor protection and safety in commercial and industrial quarters.  We also suggest this 

mat for wet and slippery outdoor areas where added toehold and footing is a must and a long 

doormat is required.  
Material:  100% SBR  

Width:  36 inch or 48 inch 

Length:  50ft rolls, Custom lengths up to 50 continuous feet are available upon request. 

Thickness:  3mm or 0.12 inches (just under 1/8 inch) 

Weight:  0.9 lbs per square foot 
Hardness:  60 Shore A Nominal  

Compression:  36% @ 50 PSI 

Tensile Strength:  600 PSI 

Available Colors:  Black   

Applications: Airports, Anti-Slip Protection, Balcony Floor Surfacing, Buses, Campsite Walkways, Catered 
Events, Commercial Vehicles, Concert Staging, Construction Sites, Commercial Entrance Mat, 

Deck Flooring, Dog Friendly Flooring, Fishing Boats, Garage Floor Mat, Golf Courses, Horse 

Trailer Mat, Hotels, Indoor/Outdoor Aisle Ways, Industrial Shelves, Long Doormat, Medical 

Buildings, Movie Sets, Office Buildings, Outdoor Doormats, Party Rental Companies, Patio 

Floor Mats, Scraper Mats, Shelf Liners, Shop Matting, Skating Rinks, Spike Proof Applications, 
Storage Rooms, Toolbox Liners, Trailer Floor Covering, Van Rubber Flooring, Vibration 

Control, Warehouses, Wet Areas, Work Areas. 

Custom Parts: This rubber floor can be cut into any two dimensional shape that your application demands. 

Need rubber parts with a surface texture to cover equipment, machinery, or running boards?  
Fine-Rib corrugated rubber is an excellent choice. 

Permanent Installations: The Fine Rib Corrugated rubber mat can be installed on wood or concrete surfaces with 

Chemrex® CX-941, a polyurethane based adhesive.  

Temporary Installations: For temporary events, this rubber runner can be held in place with double-sided carpet tape. The 

tape can be applied to the edges and entryways and is an excellent and assertive means to hold 
the runner down.  Since double-sided tapes offer excellent semi-permanent adhesion we suggest 

this method over any permanent glue.  

Textured Sub-Surface: The textured fabric finish on the subsurface of this rubber mat adds extra grip in temporary uses 

where neither permanent adhesives nor semi-permanent double sided tapes are being used. 

Modular Flooring: The Fine Rib Corrugated rubber is lightweight and is used in functions which require ease of 
mobility. The runner is light enough that it can be packed up and stored away for later use.  For 

large institutions and commercial facilities, this is a great safety mat to keep in storage and use 

when wet weather may pose safety hazards indoor or outdoor.  

Custom Cuts: This runner is offered in 36 inch and 48 inch widths and can be purchased in any length in half-

foot increments up to 50 continuous feet in either dimension.  Let us know what you need and 
we will provide the appropriate length. 

Cleaning: The Fine Rib Corrugated rubber mat’s resilient surface resists common liquids.  Any common 

commercial or household-cleaning agents can clean the runner or it can be hosed or mopped for 

outdoor applications. 

Availability: 
 

The Fine Rib Corrugated Rubber is always in stock and will generally ship the same day (please 
allow 24-48 hours for custom cut lengths).  

California Prop 65: 
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - 

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 
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